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An Algorithm for Solving the Disrete LogProblem on Hyperellipti CurvesPierrik Gaudry?LIX, �Eole Polytehnique,91128 Palaiseau Cedex, Franegaudry�lix.polytehnique.frAbstrat. We present an index-alulus algorithm for the omputationof disrete logarithms in the Jaobian of hyperellipti urves de�nedover �nite �elds. The omplexity predits that it is faster than the Rhomethod for genus greater than 4. To demonstrate the eÆieny of ourapproah, we desribe our breaking of a ryptosystem based on a urveof genus 6 reently proposed by Koblitz.1 IntrodutionThe use of hyperellipti urves in publi-key ryptography was �rst proposed byKoblitz in 1989 [24℄. It appears as an alternative to the use of ellipti urves [23℄[31℄, with the advantage that it uses a smaller base �eld for the same level ofseurity. Several authors have given ways to build hyperellipti ryptosystemseÆiently. The seurity of suh systems relies on the diÆulty of solving thedisrete logarithm problem in the Jaobian of hyperellipti urves. If an algo-rithm tries to solve this problem performing \simple" group operations only, itwas shown by Shoup [39℄ that the omplexity is at least 
(pn), where n is thelargest prime dividing the order of the group. Algorithms with suh a omplex-ity exist for generi groups and an be applied to hyperellipti urves, but arestill exponential. The Pollard Rho method and its parallel variants are the mostimportant examples [34℄, [46℄, [17℄.For the ellipti urve disrete logarithm problem, there are some partiularases where a solution an be found with a omplexity better than O(pn). See[30℄, [38℄, [40℄, [37℄. Similar ases were disovered for hyperellipti urves [14℄,[35℄. However they are very partiular and an be easily avoided when designinga ryptosystem.In 1994, Adleman, DeMarrais and Huang [1℄ published the �rst algorithm(ADH for short) to ompute disrete logs whih runs in subexponential timewhen the genus is suÆiently large ompared to the size of the ground �eld.This algorithm was rather theoretial, and some improvements to it were done.Flassenberg and Paulus [13℄ implemented a sieve version of this algorithm, but? This work was supported by Ation COURBES of INRIA (ation oop�erative de ladiretion sienti�que de l'INRIA).



the onsequenes for ryptographial appliations is not lear. Enge [11℄ im-proved the original algorithm and gave a preise evaluation of the running time,but did not implement his ideas. M�uller, Stein and Thiel [32℄ extended the re-sults to the real quadrati ongruene funtion �elds. Smart and Galbraith [16℄also gave some ideas in the ontext of the Weil desent, following ideas of Frey;they dealt with general urves (not hyperellipti).Our purpose is to present a variant of existing index-alulus algorithms likeADH or Hafner-MCurley [19℄, whih allowed us to break a ryptosystem basedon a urve of genus 6 reently proposed by Koblitz. The main improvementis due to the fat that the ostly HNF omputation in lassial algorithms isreplaed by that of the kernel of a sparse matrix. A drawbak is that we haveto assume that the order of the group in whih we are working is known. Thisis not a onstraint in a ryptographial ontext, beause the knowledge of thisorder is preferable to build protools. But from a theoretial point of view itdi�ers from ADH or Hafner-MCurley algorithm where the order of the groupwas a byprodut of the disrete logarithm omputation (in fat the aim of theHNF omputation was to �nd the group struture).We will analyse our method for small genus and show that it is faster thanthe Pollard Rho method as soon as the genus is stritly greater than 4. Indeed itsomplexity is O(q2) where q is the ardinality of the base �eld. We will explainbelow some onsequenes for the hoie of the parameters, urve and base �eld,when building a ryptosystem.Moreover, the presene of an automorphism of order m on the urve an beused to speed up the omputation, just as in the Rho method [9℄ [17℄ [48℄. Thisis the ase in almost all the examples in the literature. The gain in the Rhomethod is a fator pm, but the gain obtained here is a fator m2, whih is verysigni�ant in pratie.The organization of the paper is as follows: in setion 2 after some generalitieson hyperellipti urves, our algorithm is desribed. It is analyzed in setion 3,and in setion 4 we explain how the presene of an automorphism an help.Finally the setion 5 gives some details on our implementation and the resultsof our experiments with Koblitz's urve.2 Desription of the Algorithm2.1 Hyperellipti CurvesWe give an overview of the theory of hyperellipti urves. More preise state-ments an be found in [24℄, [4℄, [15℄. We will restrit ourselves to the so-alledimaginary quadrati ase.A hyperellipti urve C of genus g over a �eld K is a smooth plane projetiveurve whih admits an aÆne equation of the form y2+h(x)y = f(x), where f isa polynomial of degree 2g + 1, and h is a polynomial of degree at most g, bothwith oeÆients in K .A divisor on the urve C is a �nite formal sum of points of the urve. Theset of all divisors yield an abelian group denoted by Div(C). For eah divisor



D =Pi niPi 2 Div(C), where the Pi are points on the urve, we de�ne the degreeof D by deg(D) =Pi ni. The set of all divisors of degree zero is a sub-group ofDiv(C) denoted by Div0(C).For eah funtion '(x; y) on the urve, we an de�ne a divisor denoted bydiv(') by assigning at eah point Pi of the urve the value ni equal to themultipliity of the zero if '(Pi) = 0, or the opposite of the multipliity of thepole if the funtion is not de�ned at Pi. It an be shown that the sum is �nite,and moreover that the degree of suh a divisor is always zero. The set of alldivisors built from a funtion a subgroup of Div0(C) denoted by P(C) and weall these divisors prinipal. The Jaobian of the urve C is then de�ned by thequotient group Ja(C) = Div(C)0=P(C).If the base �eld of the urve is a �nite �eld with ardinality q, then theJaobian of the urve is a �nite abelian group of order around qg . The Hasse-Weilbound gives a preise interval for this order: (pq�1)2g � #Ja(C) � (pq+1)2g.In [4℄, Cantor gave an eÆient algorithm for the omputation of the grouplaw.We do not reall his method, but we reall the representation of the elements.Proposition 1 In every lass of divisors in Ja(C), there exists an unique divi-sor D = P1+ � � �+Pg�g1, suh that for all i 6= j, Pi and Pj are not symmetripoints. Suh a divisor is alled redued, and there is a unique representation of Dby two polynomials [u; v℄, suh that deg v < deg u � g, and u divides v2+hv�f .In this representation, the roots of the polynomial u are exatly the absissaeof the points whih our in the redued divisor.The group Ja(C) an now be used in ryptographial protools based on thedisrete logarithm problem, for example DiÆe-Hellman or ElGamal's protools.The seurity relies on the diÆulty of the following problem.De�nition 1 The hyperellipti disrete logarithm problem takes on input ahyperellipti urve of given genus, an element D1 of the Jaobian, its order n,and another element D2 in the subgroup generated by D1. The problem is to �ndan integer � modulo n suh that D2 = �:D1.2.2 Smooth DivisorsLike any index-alulus method, our algorithm is based on the notions of smooth-ness, and prime elements. We will reall these notions for divisors on hyperelliptiurves, whih were �rst de�ned in ADH.De�nition 2 With the polynomial representation D = [u; v℄, a divisor will besaid to be prime if the polynomial u is irreduible over Fq .For a prime divisor D, when there is no possible onfusion with the degree ofD as a divisor (whih is always zero), we will talk about the degree of D insteadof the degree of u.Proposition 2 A divisor D of Ja(C) represented by the polynomials [u; v℄ isequal to the sum of prime divisors [ui; vi℄, where the ui are the prime fators ofu.



Now we an give the smoothness de�nition. Let S be an integer alled thesmoothness bound.De�nition 3 A divisor is said to be S-smooth if all its prime divisors are ofdegree at most S. When S = 1, a 1-smooth divisor will be a divisor for whihthe polynomial u splits ompletely over Fq .The ase S = 1 is the most important for two reasons: the �rst one is that fora relatively small genus (say at most 9), and a reasonable �eld size, this hoie isthe best in pratie. The seond one is that if we want to analyze our algorithmfor a �xed g and a q tending to in�nity, this is also the good hoie.The de�nition of a smooth divisor an be seen diretly on the expression ofD as a sum of points of the urve. Note that a divisor de�ned over Fq is de�nedby being invariant under the Galois ation. But it does not imply that the pointsouring in it are de�ned over Fq ; they an be exhanged by Galois. Hene anequivalent de�nition of smoothness is given by the following proposition.Proposition 3 A divisor D = P1 + � � � + Pg � g1 is S-smooth if and only ifeah point Pi is de�ned over an extension Fqk with k � S.We de�ne also a fator basis, similar to the one used for lassial disrete logproblem over F�p .De�nition 4 The fator basis, denoted by GS , is the set of all the prime divisorsof degree at most S. For S = 1 we simply write G.In the following, we will always take S = 1 and we will say `smooth divisor'for 1-smooth divisor.2.3 Overview of the AlgorithmFor the sake of simpliity, we will suppose that the Jaobian of the urve hasan order whih is almost prime and that we have to ompute a disrete log inthe subgroup of large prime order (this is always the ase in ryptography). Letn = ord(D1) be this prime order, and D2 be the element for whih we searhthe log.We introdue a pseudo-random walk (as in [45℄) in the subgroup generatedby D1: Let R0 = �0D1 + �0D2 be the starting point of the walk, where R0 isthe redued divisor obtained by Cantor's algorithm, and �0 and �0 are randomintegers. For j from 1 to r, we ompute random divisors T (j) = �(j)D1+�(j)D2.The walk will then be given by Ri+1 = Ri+T (H(Ri)), where H is a hash funtionfrom the subgroup generated by D1 to the interval [1; r℄. This hash funtion isassumed to have good statistial properties; in pratie, it an be given by thelast bits in the internal representation of the divisors. One the initialization is�nished, we an ompute a new pseudo-random element Ri+1 at the ost of oneaddition in the Jaobian. Moreover at eah step we get a representation of Ri+1as �i+1D1 + �i+1D2, where �i+1 and �i+1 are integers modulo n.



The lassial � method is to wait for a ollision Ri1 = Ri2 , whih will yieldthe disrete logarithm � = �(�i1��i2)=(�i1��i2) mod n. We an however makeuse of the smooth divisors. For eah Ri of the random walk, test its smoothness.If it is smooth, express it on the fator basis, else throw it away. Thus we extrata subsequene of the sequene (Ri) where all the divisors are smooth. We denotealso by (Ri) this subsequene. Hene we an put the result of this omputationin a matrix M , eah olumn representing an element of the fator basis, andeah row being a redued divisor Ri expressed on the basis: for a row i, we haveRi = Pkmikgk, where M = (mik). We ollet w + 1 rows in order to havea (w + 1) � w matrix. Thus the kernel of the transpose of M is of dimensionat least 1. Using linear algebra, we �nd a non-zero vetor of this kernel, whihorresponds to a relation between the Ri's. Then we have a family (i) suh thatPi iRi = 0. Going bak to the expression of Ri in funtion of D1 and D2, weget: Pi i(�iD1 + �iD2) = 0, and then� = �Pi i�iPi i�i :The disrete logarithm is now found with high probability (the denominator iszero with probability 1=n).We summarize this algorithm in the �gure 1.2.4 Details on Critial PhasesIn the �rst step, we have to build the fator basis, and for that, we have to �nd,if it exists, a polynomial v orresponding to a given irreduible u. This an berewritten in solving an equation of degree 2 over Fq , whih an be done quikly.The initialization of the random walk is only a matter of operations in thegroup; after that, omputing eah random divisor Ri requires a single operationin the group.One ruial point is to test the smoothness of a divisor, i.e. to deide if apolynomial of degree g (the u of the divisor) splits ompletely on Fq . A way todo that is to perform the beginning of the fatorization of u, whih is alled DDF(stands for distint degree fatorization). By omputing gd(Xq �X;u(X)), weget the produt of all the prime fators of u of degree 1. Thus if the degree ofthis produt is equal to the degree of u, it proves that u splits ompletely on Fq .In the ase where a smooth divisor is deteted, the fatorization an beompleted, or a trial division with the elements of the basis an be performed.The linear algebra is the last ruial point. The matrix obtained is sparse,and we have at most g terms in eah row. Then sparse tehnique like Lanzos's[27℄ or Wiedemann's [47℄ algorithm an be used, in order to get a solution intime quadrati in the number of rows (instead of ubi by Gaussian elimination).Some other optimizations an be done to speed up the omputation. Theywill be desribed in setion 5.



Input: A divisor D1 of a urve of genus g over Fq , of prime order n =ord(D1), a divisor D2 2 hD1i, and a parameter r.Output: An integer � suh that D2 = �D1.1. /* Build the fator basis G */For eah moni irreduible polynomial ui over Fq of degree 1, try to �ndvi suh that [ui; vi℄ is a divisor of the urve. If there is a solution, storegi = [ui; vi℄ in G (we only put one of the two opposite divisors in thebasis).2. /* Initialization of the random walk */For j from 1 to r, selet �(j) and �(j) at random in [1::n℄, and omputeT (j) := �(j)D1 + �(j)D2.Selet �0 and �0 at random in [1::n℄ and ompute R0 := �0D1 + �0D2.Set k to 1.3. /* Main loop */(a) /* Look for a smooth divisor */Compute j := H(R0), R0 := R0+T (j), �0 := �0+�(j) mod n, and�0 := �0 + �(j) mod n.Repeat this step until R0 = [u0(z); v0(z)℄ is a smooth divisor.(b) /* Express R0 on the basis G */Fator u0(z) over Fq , and determine the positions of the fators inthe basis G. Store the result as a row Rk = Pmikgi of a matrixM = (mik).Store the oeÆients �k = �0 and �k = �0.If k < #G+ 1, then set k := k + 1, and return to step 3.a.4. /* Linear algebra */Find a non zero vetor (k) of the kernel of the transpose of the matrixM . The omputation an be done in the �eld Z=nZ.5. /* Solution */Return � = �(P�kk)=(P �kk) mod n. (If the denominator is zero,return to step 2.) Fig. 1. Disrete log algorithm3 Analysis3.1 Probability for a Divisor to Be SmoothThe following proposition gives the proportion of smooth divisors and then theprobability of smoothness in a random walk. This is a key tool for the omplexityanalysis.Proposition 4 The proportion of smooth divisors in the Jaobian of a urve ofgenus g over Fq tends to 1=g! when q tends to in�nity.Proof: This proposition is based on the Hasse-Weil bound for algebrai urves:the number of points of a urve of genus g over a �nite �eld with q elements is



equal to q+1 with an error of at most 2gpq, i.e. for large enough q we an negletit. Moreover the ardinality of its Jaobian is equal to qg with an error boundedby approximatively 2gqg� 12 . Here the approximation holds when q is suÆientlylarge ompared to 4g2, whih is the ase in the appliations onsidered.To evaluate the proportion of smooth divisors, we onsider the number ofpoints of the urve over Fq whih is approximatively q. Now, the smooth divisorsof the Jaobian are in bijetion with the g-multiset of points of the urve: wehave qg=g! smooth divisors, and the searhed proportion is 1=g!. 23.2 ComplexityThe omplexity of the algorithm will be exponential in the size of q, so we willount the number of operations whih an be done in polynomial time. Theseoperations are of four types: we denote by J the ost of a group operation inthe Jaobian, q the ost of an operation in the base �eld, q;g the ost of anoperation on polynomials of degree g over the base �eld, and n the ost of anoperation in Z=nZ, where n � qg is the order of the Jaobian. We onsider theenumeration of steps in �gure 1.Step 1. For the building of the fator basis, we have to perform q times (i.e. thenumber of moni irreduible polynomial of degree 1) a resolution of an equationof degree 2 over Fq . Hene the omplexity of this phase is O(qq).Step 2. The initialization of the random walk is only a polynomial number ofsimple operations. Hene we have O((logn)J) for this step.Step 3. We have to repeat #G = O(q) times the steps 3.a. and 3.b.Step 3.a. The omputation of a new element of the random walk osts an addi-tion in the Jaobian and two additions modulo n, and the test for its smoothnessosts a �rst step of DDF. By proposition 4, we have to ompute g! divisors onaverage before getting a smooth one and going away from step 3.a. Hene theost of this step is O(g!(J + n + q;g)).Step 3.b. The �nal splitting of the polynomial in order to express the divisoron the fator basis an not be proved to be deterministi polynomial (thoughit is very fast in pratie). For the analysis, we an then suppose that we do atrial division with all the elements of the basis. This leads to a omplexity ofO(qq;g).Hene the omplexity of step 3. is O(qg!(J + n + q;g)) +O(q2q;g).Step 4. This linear algebra step onsists in �nding a vetor of the kernel ina sparse matrix of size O(q), and of weight O(gq); the oeÆient are in Z=nZ.Hene Lanzos's algorithm provides a solution with ost O(gq2n).Step 5. This last step requires only O(q) multipliations modulo n, and oneinversion. Hene the omplexity is O(qn).Finally, the overall omplexity of the algorithm isO(g!qJ )+O((g!q+gq2)(n+q;g))+O(qq). Now, by Cantor's algorithm J is polynomial in g log q, and las-sial algorithm on �nite �elds and polynomials give n polynomial in n = g log q,



q polynomial in log q and q;g polynomial in g log q. Hene all these operationsan be done in time bounded by a polynomial in g log q.Theorem 1 The algorithm requires O(q2 + g!q) polynomial time operations ing log q and if one onsiders a �xed genus g, the algorithm takes time O(q2 log q).4 Using Automorphisms on the Curve4.1 Curves with Automorphisms in the LiteratureWhen buiding a ryptosystem based on a hyperellipti urve, it is preferableto know the order of the Jaobian of this urve. Indeed, some protools use thegroup order; moreover it is neessary to be sure that it is not smooth. For elliptiurves, the Shoof-Elkies-Atkin algorithm allows to ompute quikly this orderfor random urves (see [29℄ [28℄ [22℄ ). For random hyperellipti urves, a similarpolynomial time algorithm exists [33℄, however it is still unusable in pratie (seereent progress on this subjet [21℄ [43℄). That is the reason why the urves thatwe an �nd in the literature are very partiular: they are built in suh a waythat the order of their Jaobian is easy to ompute.A �rst way to build suh urves is to take a urve de�ned over a small �nite�eld Fq . It is then possible to dedue the Zeta funtion (and hene the order)of the Jaobian on the large �eld Fqn from the Zeta funtion of the Jaobianon the small �eld. This onstrution provides then the so-alled Frobenius au-tomorphism de�ned by x 7! xq , whih an be applied to eah oordinate of apoint of the urve and gives therefore an automorphism of order n.Another onstrution, whih is a bit harder than the previous (see [42℄ [7℄[3℄, omes from the theory of omplex multipliation. This theory allows tobuild a urve starting from its ring of endomorphisms. In some ases, this ringontains units of �nite order, and then there is an automorphism on the urveorresponding to this unit.In table 1 we give some examples of urves found in the literature with nontrivial automorphisms, and the order obtained by ombining them together withthe hyperellipti involution.Author Equation of urve Field Automorphisms OrderKoblitz [24℄, [25℄ Y 2 + Y = X2g+1 +X F2n Frobenius 2nY 2 + Y = X2g+1 F2n Frobenius 2nBuhler Koblitz [3℄ Y 2 + Y = X2g+1 Fp with mult by �2g+1 2(2g + 1)Chao et al. [7℄ (and twists) p � 1 (2g + 1)Sakai Sakurai [36℄Smart [41℄ Y 2 + Y = X13 +X11+X9 +X5 + 1 F229 Frobenius and8<:X 7! X + 1Y 7! Y +X6 +X5+X4 +X3 +X2 4� 29Duursma Sakurai [10℄ Y 2 = Xp �X + 1 Fpn Frobenius and�X 7! X + 1Y 7! Y 2npTable 1. Examples of urves



4.2 Reduing the Fator Basis with an AutomorphismIn the ontext of the Pollard's rho algorithm, the existene of an automorphismof order m that an be quikly evaluated an be used to divide the expetedrunning time by a fator pm, see [9℄. With our algorithm, the automorphisman be used to redue the basis and leads to a speed-up by a fator m2, whihan be very signi�ant in pratie. Moreover, the automorphism does not needto be so quikly evaluated as in the rho method. A polynomial time evaluationis enough.The idea is to keep in the fator basis one representative for eah orbit underthe ation of the automorphism. Thus the size of the basis is redued by a fatorm, so the neessary number of relations is redued by the same fator, and thelinear algebra phase is speeded up by a fator m2. Let us explain how it works.For the moment, assume that the Jaobian is yli of prime order n =ord(D1), and denote by � an automorphism of orderm on C extended by linearityto an automorphism of Ja(C). Then �(D1) belongs to Ja(C) = hD1i, andthere exists an integer � suh that �(D1) = �D1. Moreover, � being a groupautomorphism, for all D 2 Ja(C), D = kD1 and we have �(D) = �(kD1) =k�(D1) = k�D1 = �D.Suppose now that we have only kept in the basis one element for eah orbitunder �. Let R = P1 + P2 + � � � + Pk = �D1 + �D2 be the deomposition of asmooth divisor into prime divisors of degree 1. For eah i, there is a power of �suh that the prime divisor Pi is equal to �li(gi), where gi is an element of theredued fator basis. Then we an write R = �l1(g1)+ � � �+ �lk(gk), and we havea relation in a matrix with m times less olumns than the original one.For the general ase where the Jaobian is not yli and where we work in asubgroup of prime order n, we have to work a little to justify the omputations,but in pratie we do essentially the same.5 Implementation and ResultsWe have implemented the algorithm in two distint parts. The �rst one dealswith the building of the matrix and is written in the omputer algebra systemMagma [2℄, whih is a very good ompromise between high level programmingand eÆieny. The seond part is our optimized implementation of the Lanzosalgorithm written in C.5.1 Implementation of the Searh for RelationsThis part of the implementation was not optimized: it an be done in paralleland it is not the limiting phase. However an interesting optimization suggestedby Fran�ois Morain has been tested. It is based on a paper by Swan [44℄, wherea theorem is given whih relates the parity of the number of irreduible fatorsof a polynomial over a �nite �eld and the fat that its disriminant is a squareor not in the orresponding loal �eld. In the ontext of smoothness testing, a



�rst omputation an be done that tests if the disriminant is a square, and thenin half the ases we know that the polynomial annot split ompletely and werejet it. If the �rst test is passed, we do the lassial smoothness test by DDF.This tehnique provides a gain if and only if Swan's test osts less than halfthe time of the lassial one. In odd harateristi, this is always the ase (forlarge q), but in harateristi 2, the running time estimation is harder beausesome omputations have to be done over an extension of Z=8Z and no pakageexists that provides optimized ode for this ring. Note that the ompliationsfor the even harateristi is not surprising beause in the �nite �eld F2n everyelement is a quadrati residue and it is not simple to have a pratial translationof Swan's theorem .In our implementation, the use of Swan's theorem gave us a speed-up of 30to 40% for the smoothness test in odd harateristi, but no improvement forharateristi 2.5.2 Implementation of the Linear AlgebraA ritial step in the algorithm is the searh of a vetor in the kernel of a sparsematrix. We hose Lanzos's algorithm in preferene to Wiedemann's, beause itneeds only 2n produts of the matrix by a vetor, to be ompared to 3n withWiedemann's tehnique. The drawbak is a non negligible amount of time spentin omputing some salar produts. We refer to [27℄ for a preise omparison ofthese two algorithms.We wrote our program in the C language, using the ZEN library [6℄ forthings whih were not ritial (i.e. operations that are alled a linear numberof times), and for others (i.e. operations in the matrix-vetor multipliation andsalar produts), we used diret alls to some assembly routines taken from theGMP [18℄ and BigNum [20℄ pakages. Indeed our ompat representation of thematrix led to an overost when using the ZEN funtions. We used a lassialrepresentation (we ould probably obtain a better eÆieny with Montgomeryrepresentation), with the lazy redution tehnique explained in [8℄.Before running Lanzos's algorithm, a preproessing an be done on the ma-trix (see [8℄ [5℄). This �ltering step (also alled strutured Gaussian elimination)onsists in the following tasks:{ Delete the empty olumns.{ Delete the olumns with exatly one term and the orresponding row.{ If the number of rows is greater than the number of olumns plus one, deleteone row (randomly hosen, or via an heuristi method).{ Try the beginning of a Gaussian elimination, where the pivot is hosen as tominimize the augmentation of the weight of the matrix, and stopping whenit inreases the ost of Lanzos's algorithm.For the examples below, we have run only the �rst three tasks, our implementa-tion of the last one being unsatisfatory. Therefore there is still some plae forfurther optimizations.



5.3 Timings for Real Life CurvesThe �rst example is a ryptosystem reently proposed by Buhler and Koblitz[3℄. We took the values reommended by Koblitz in his book [26℄, i.e. we haveworked on the urve y2 + y = x13, with a prime base �eld of order p greaterthan 5; 000; 000, with p � 1 mod 13. This urve has an automorphism of order13 oming from omplex multipliation, whih helps in the omputation of theorder of the Jaobian, but helps also our attak.The following table gives preise information on that urve.�eld F5026243equation y2 + y = x13genus 6#J 133 � 7345240503856807663632202049344834001� 1040We give the measured timings for the omputation of a disrete logarithm inthe following table. These timings are on a Pentium II 450 MHz with 128 Mb.During the Lanzos's step (the most spae onsuming part of the algorithm),the memory used was around 60Mb.ardinal of fator basis 193; 485time for building the basis 1638 senumber of random steps 201; 426; 284number of early abort by Swan 100; 721; 873number of relations olleted 281; 200proportion of smooths (g!) 716:3 (720)total time for olleting the relations 513; 870 se = 6 daystime for writing relations on the basis 8; 822 setime for preproessing the matrix 1218 sesize of the matrix 165; 778� 165; 779total time for Lanzos 780; 268 se = 9 daysOur algorithm is not dependent on the harateristi of the base �eld. Wehave tested our implementation on a genus 6 urve over F223 . This urve wasobtained by extending the salars of a urve de�ned over F2 . Therefore theFrobenius automorphism an be used for aelerating the attak. The size of theJaobian is around 1041. Suh a urve is not breakable by a parallel ollisionsearh based on the birthday paradox (variants of Rho); indeed even using theautomorphism, we should ompute about 263 operations in the Jaobian.We give the same indiations as for the previous urve.�eld F223equation y2 + (x+ 1)y = x13 + x11 + x8 + x7 + x5 + x4 + x+ 1genus 6#J 23 � 7� 6225718452117034383550124899048999495177� 1041



ardinal of fator basis 182; 462time for building the basis 6575 senumber of random steps 165; 732; 450number of relations olleted 231; 000proportion of smooths (g!) 717:5 (720)total time for olleting the relations 797; 073 se = 9 daystime for writing relations on the basis 12; 057 setime for preproessing the matrix 880 sesize of the matrix 162; 873� 162; 874total time for Lanzos 1; 038; 534 se = 12 days6 ConlusionWe have proposed an algorithm for the hyperellipti disrete log problem, whihis simpler to implement and to analyze than the previous ones. It is speiallywell suited for pratial ryptosystems where the genus is not too large (say lessthan 9), and the base �eld is relatively small. Indeed the expeted running timeis O(q2) for urves of small genus and therefore it is faster than Pollard Rho assoon as the genus is greater than 4, as explained in the following table:g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Rho q1=2 q q3=2 q2 q5=2 q3 q7=2Index q2 q2 q2 q2 q2 q2 q2Pratial experiments have shown that this algorithm is eÆient in pratie,and a genus 6 example was broken by this tehnique. Hene it seems that thereis no point in using hyperellipti ryptosystem with genus other than 2, 3 or 4,beause for a higher genus, the size of the key has to be hosen larger in order toguarantee a given level of seurity. Indeed, assume that we want to have a keyof size 2160, i.e. a group of order � 2160, then we have to hoose g log q � 160.Inreasing g implies dereasing log q and helps the attak. Hene one of theinterests of the use of hyperellipti urves, whih was to derease the size of q(for example to avoid multipreision) beomes a weakness.The speial ase of genus 4 has to be further studied. In a �rst approximationthe omplexity of Rho and our algorithm seem similar, but one trik an beplayed. We an deide to keep only a fration of the divisors in the fator basis.Assume that we redue the basis by a fator n. Then the probability to get agood divisor in the random walk is redued by a fator ng, and the ost of the�rst phase of the algorithm inreases by a fator ng�1, whereas the linear algebrais redued by a fator n2. In this ontext, Robert Harley pointed out to us thatif we assume that the fatorization of polynomials an be done in polynomialtime (true in pratie), we an balane both phases and hoose n in order toget an overall omplexity of O(q 2gg+1 ). For g = 4, it beomes O(q8=5), whih is
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